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ABOUT THE AUTHOR AND ILLUSTRATOR
Jane Pinsker has taught extensively in both private and public schools in
outback Queensland as well as in Sydney and London. She has taught
children from preschool to Year 6, with her passion being the early years.
Stephen Michael King is a well-known children’s illustrator and writer. Five
of the books he has illustrated have been shortlisted for Children’s Book
Council of Australia awards. He has been published in 13 languages.

Each Targeting Handwriting Student Book features
a colourful back cover reference guide.
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The best-selling handwriting series that
students enjoy using!
Pascal Press
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P.O. Box 250, Glebe, NSW 2037

Phone: 02 8585 4020 Fax: 02 8585 4001
Email: contact@pascalpress.com.au
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TARGETING HANDWRITING NSW FOUNDATION STYLE
By Jane Pinsker, Tricia Dearborn and Stephen Michael King
Targeting Handwriting is the best-selling Foundation handwriting
program for Years K-6. There are student books for each primary school
year and four accompanying Teacher Resource Books. Targeting
Handwriting gives you everything you need to achieve successful
handwriting outcomes. The series:
• introduces each new skill sequentially
• is very clearly structured, with a useful and sensible sequence
• has over 100 worksheets for extra practice of each letter

• provides assessment pages to help teachers assess specific
handwriting skills, plus many opportunities for student
self-assessment
• includes a troubleshooting chart to help you identify
handwriting difficulties
• has direct links to the NSW syllabus with indicators checklists.

KINDERGARTEN STUDENT BOOK

YEAR 3 STUDENT BOOK

YEAR 6 STUDENT BOOK

These fun books have well-designed pages for
the beginning writer, plus:

Focus is on teaching the basic joins. Includes:

• pre-writing patterning exercises to help
practise the basic movements in letter
formation and assist fine motor skills.

• letters that don’t join

Focuses on developing students’ own
styles, while emphasising fluency and
legibility. Includes:

• each letter has two pages of tracing and
tracking exercises. A seahorse character
shows positioning of letters within lines.
• the letters are also cleverly featured within
illustrations as a memory aid for students.

YEAR 1 STUDENT BOOK
Continues to give students two pages of tracing,
tracking and independent writing exercises for
each letter, plus:
• lower- and upper-case letters
• punctuation
• numerals 1-10
• simple sentences.

YEAR 2 STUDENT BOOK
Contains all the features of K and Year 1 plus:
• tracing and copying sentences and words
commonly found in Year 2 spelling lists
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TEACHER RESOURCE BOOKS

Year s K – 6

What makes this series different from all the others?
The Targeting Handwriting series is the
The Teacher Resource Books!
only Foundation handwriting program that
supports teachers with a resource book for
each year in Lower Primary. Years 3–6 are
combined into one Teacher Resource Book.

• number words and punctuation integrated
into sentences
• more emphasis on practice.

• letters with exits and entries for the
transitional stage between
printing and cursive
• tracking exercises to introduce exits,
entries and joins.

The Kindergarten Teacher Resource Book has an 8 week day-by-day
Fine Motor Skills program.

• some useful alternative letter shapes
and joins
• ‘mature’ real world applications ,
e.g. developing a signature and
tips for notetaking

YEAR 4 STUDENT BOOK

• teaching pages with two sets of
copying lines, for reinforcement and
extra practice

Consolidates joining skills, plus:

• a section on calligraphy.

• teaching of trickier joins like joining to s,
horizontal joins to e and joined ft
• students assess their own letter size,
spacing and slope.

YEAR 5 STUDENT BOOK
Focuses on fluency and legibility, plus:
• sections on speed loops
• teaching pages featuring two sets of
copying lines for reinforcement
• practical techniques to help students
check their letter spacing, word spacing
and slope
• practice of common letter clusters and
high frequency words
• a presentation skills section with
material on flourished capitals,
headings and borders.

STUDENT BOOKS
NSW Targeting Student Books Kindergarten / Year 6

USING
COMPUTERS
SECTION
Each teacher resource book also
contains a bonus Using Computers
section, fully linked to the Writing
outcomes. This section features task
cards for students, keyboard and
posture diagrams, and easy-to-use
computer skills teaching notes.

• numerals

• diagonal, drop-in and horizontal joins

Back cover: Year 6 Student Book

• gives space, wherever possible, for students to copy words
underneath models, so left-handers aren’t disadvantaged

STUDENT BOOKS Years K – 6

